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Abstract
The central theme of the thesis is to study linear and non linear SVM formulations in the
presence of uncertain observations. The main contribution of this thesis is to derive robust
classifiers from partial knowledge of the underlying uncertainty.
In the case of linear classification, a new bounding scheme based on Bernstein inequality
has been proposed, which models interval-valued uncertainty in a less conservative fashion
and hence is expected to generalize better than the existing methods. Next, potential of partial
information such as bounds on second order moments along with support information has been
explored. Bounds on second order moments make the resulting classifiers robust to moment
estimation errors.
Uncertainty in the dataset will lead to uncertainty in the kernel matrices. A novel distri-
bution free large deviation inequality has been proposed which handles uncertainty in kernels
through co-positive programming in a chance constraint setting. Although such formulations
are NP hard, under several cases of interest the problem reduces to a convex program. How-
ever, the independence assumption mentioned above, is restrictive and may not always define a
valid uncertain kernel. To alleviate this problem an affine set based alternative is proposed and
using a robust optimization framework the resultant problem is posed as a minimax problem.
In both the cases of Chance Constraint Program or Robust Optimization (for non-linear
SVM), mirror descent algorithm (MDA) like procedures have been applied.
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